
Switching to a new 
headless CMS is a HUGE 

decision for your business, 
but it doesn’t have to be a 
pain. This guide will help 
you to analyze, strategize 
and make the best choice 

for your business.

There are many things to 
consider and little time to 

do it, but choosing the
right CMS is an exciting 
new beginning for your 

digital future! Enjoy!

We’re here to help you 
pick the right system for 

your company!
One that’s easy to scale 
and that adjusts to your 

needs.

THE ULTIMATE 
50-POINT 

CHECKLIST  FOR 
CHOOSING A 

HEADLESS CMS



Choosing a headless CMS is not 
something that should be done 
on a whim.

Sure, forward-thinking brands 
should be looking to migrate from 
a traditional CMS to a headless
one if they haven’t done so 
already, but that doesn’t mean 
you should be hasty.

With the sheer number of 
options in the market, it’s crucial 
that you evaluate the pros and 
cons of every content 
management system, while also 
keeping in mind that there’s no 
one size fits all when it comes to 
choosing the best headless CMS 
for your company.

The Ultimate 50-Point Checklist 
for Choosing a Headless CMS 

Your one-stop checklist for 
evaluating any headless CMS on 

the market. 

Use this checklist to guide pre-
RFP and post-RFP stakeholder 

discussions.

That’s why prior knowledge of your CMS 
requirements is fundamental to making 
the right choice. To help you evaluate 
your shortlisted headless systems, 
we’ve listed 50 points for you to 
consider before you sign on any dotted 
lines.

Using our 50-point checklist, you’ll catch 
issues and avoid pitfalls including:

• Choosing a headless CMS with limited 
marketer-friendly features

• Choosing a headless CMS that is really just 
a traditional CMS with APIs tacked on.

• Choosing a headless CMS that’s affordable 
today, but unaffordable once you scale.

https://www.agilitycms.com/resources/guide/how-to-choose-the-best-headless-cms-for-your-brand-2020-edition
https://www.agilitycms.com/resources/guide/top-10-reasons-why-you-should-choose-a-headless-cms-over-a-traditional-cms
https://www.agilitycms.com/resources/guide/what-is-a-headless-cms
https://www.agilitycms.com/resources/guide/agility-vs-contentful-which-headless-cms-is-right-for-you
https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist


Checklist is organized in 9 categories:

1. First Considerations

2. Budget

3. Speed and Scalability

4. Infrastructure

5. Security and Permissions

6. Content Management

7. APIs and Extensibility

8. Analytics

9. Support

The checklist includes 50 questions you need
to ask yourself and your team to choose your best 
CMS.

https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist


1
First 

Considerations

1
What is the purpose of 

your website or app?
Think of the purpose of your digital system: Is it intended as a 
long-term business website / app, or are you building it for a 
short-term project?

2
What are your 

performance and 
integration needs?

Even if your site is not an online store, it is still important to 
determine first what your performance and integration needs 
are and then choose a headless CMS solution that can 
accommodate these.

3
What are the current pain 

points?
This depends heavily on your organization. To figure out what 
features you need, start by thinking about your current pain 
point and problems you experience with your content 
management and distribution.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist
https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


1
First 

Considerations

4
What are your internal 

resource capabilities?
If you have in-house developers, keeping them in the decision-
making process will be a key way to ensure that whatever 
headless CMS platform you choose uses programming 
languages that your developers are familiar with.

5
What impact will this 

platform have on 
your business?

Asses how the new platform will help your business goals and 
objectives. What goals does your business struggle achieving 
because of the limitations of your current CMS? 

6
Are there any internal 

policies that you need to
adhere to?

Does your business have particular requirements that you 
need to communicate to your next CMS? If that’s the case, 
you need to review your policies before committing to a new 
headless CMS.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist
https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


7
What’s your budget? This will help you rule out whatever options are off the table 

from the very beginning and prevent you from wasting your 
time researching solutions that you will never be able to 
adopt.

8
If you need to scale over 

time, what will be the 
cost implications?

Let’s say you want to scale your website after a successful 
implementation. See if your CMS helps you do that or if it’s 
going to end up being too costly to scale it in the long run.

9
What are the OVERALL 

projected fees for 
implementing the new 

CMS?

There are many costs to consider: Implementation Costs, 
Initial CMS costs or ongoing license costs and maintenance 
costs.  CMS's fees can greatly vary for each of these 
components.

2
Budget

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


3
Speed 

and 

Scalability

10
How easy is the 
CMS to deploy?

One of the most stressful moments for developers is when 
they have to find out that they’re not able to install the CMS 
or deploy the custom code on a live server.

11
How soon do you need 

your website / app?
Some CMS need more time for deployment than others. 
Before selecting a CMS, it’s always recommended to think 
about how soon you need your website / app to be up and 
running.

12
What are your security 

requirements?
Each company has different regulatory compliance 
requirements. Some have stricter and more comprehensive 
measures than others. Make sure that your CMS is secure.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


3
Speed 

and 

Scalability

13
Can you start small and 

scale later?
As the amount of content grows, the problem becomes how 
to manage it from the creation process to the need to access 
it later. You need a CMS that can help you scale from the 
ground up.

14
What time-saving 

features 
does it include?

Content creation takes time, but the good news is that most 
CMSs have a lot of features to help you save time such as 
customizable content workflows, global content search, and 
page management.

15
Does the CMS include 

tools that make it easy to 
experiment

with new ideas?

Experimentation is a huge part of marketing. Your CMS needs 
to be a fertile ground for you to test new concepts and things 
without putting your digital ecosystem in danger.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


4
Infrastructure

16
What are the hosting 

options available for the 
CMS?

You need to decide how much you want to manage. If you 
don’t want to manage any hosting, make sure either your 
implementation team can host or the CMS company 
themselves. Having the CMS hosted and managed by CMS 
provider themselves often means you get updates quicker 
because they know the system inside out.

17
Does the CMS vendor 

offer a content delivery 
network (CDN)?

In a CDN, the network will hold copies of all of the images, 
documents, and scripts that are loaded by a visitor’s web 
browser. CDN built into the CMS will reduce load times and 
streamline your content creation.

18
How flexible is the data 

structure?
Being able to create types of data and relate them to each 
other is very important for a CMS, but it’s more important to 
be able to do these things well, which is why choosing 
between a CMS with JSON, XML, or JAMstack support can 
help you delineate how your data will relate to your front end.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://agilitycms.com/resources/posts/migrate-to-jamstack-now-no-excuses
https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


4
Infrastructure

19
How is the data accessed? The right CMS for you will help you find all the information so 

it doesn't get lost in the piles of files stored in the system.

20
Is the platform multi-

tenant?
A multi-tenant architecture allows the company to update the 
CMS for all customers at the same time, increasing the 
frequency in which you get updates and bug fixes.  They are 
often more secure and can be supported by a help desk as 
well since there is only one platform to support.

21
Can the CMS support load 

balancing or dynamic 
scaling?

A load balancer routes client requests across multiple servers, 
maximizing speed and capacity utilization to prevent 
overload. Having a CMS that balances its loads is always a 
good idea if you want to be always at peak performance.

22
Does your CMS have its 

own internal site search?
Internal site search enables users to search for terms on your 
site, improving user experience and SEO.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


5
Security 

and 

Permissions

23
Does the CMS fully 

support SSL certificates?
SSL is one of the main components of web security. Also, keep 
in mind that having an SSL certificate can not only protect 
your website but also boost your Google rankings.

24
How granular are the 

permissions and roles?
Not all your employees have the same permissions and your 
CMS must reflect that. The more granular your permissions 
are the better your data protection and security.

25
Does it have formal 

security accreditation?
Other than an SSL certificate, there are other security 
accreditations that your CMS needs to have – a serious CMS 
provider always puts your security at the front and center.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


5
Security 

and 

Permissions

26
Where is the headless

CMS hosted?
Most modern CMSs, both headless and traditional, can be 
hosted either on-premise or in the cloud. You have to decide if 
you want the burden of hosting the CMS as well.  Most 
Headless CMS's are hosted for you while you host the actual 
website.

27
Is there a disaster 

recovery plan?
A disaster recovery plan is applied to the aspects of an 
organization that depend on an IT infrastructure. It helps your 
company resolve data loss and recover system functionality.

28
Does it support 
single sign-on?

Single sign-on lets users to securely authenticate with 
multiple applications and websites by logging in only once. It 
also enables you to log in quickly and safely from a trusted 
device while a third-party verifies who you are.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


6
Content 

Management

29
Is the content authoring 

interface marketer-
friendly and easy to use?

Your chosen headless CMS needs to have a clear interface 
that makes it easy for marketers to publish content, preview 
content across devices, create workflows, and manage pages 
just like they can with a traditional CMS.

30
Is the CMS SEO friendly? With all the importance marketers place on SEO, it’s 

fundamental for your CMS to offer SEO tools.

31
Is it easy to 

preview content?
You may preview within the context of the CMS and see how 
your edits would take effect, or you may view the page as it 
has been published, which helps you spot mistakes before 
they go live.

32
Do you have expertise or 

someone will support you 
with your new Content 

Architecture? 

Some headless CMS vendors provide very little guidance when 
it comes to how your content should be stored and 
repurposed, if at all.  Some other provide the full service. Look 
for a CMS with a content architecture that supports a scalable 
content strategy. 

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://agilitycms.com/resources/guide/why-you-should-have-a-content-workflow
https://agilitycms.com/resources/guide/why-agility-cms-has-page-management-as-a-headless-cms
https://agilitycms.com/resources/guide/why-content-architecture-is-essential-to-the-success-of-any-cms-implementation
https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


6
Content 

Management

33
Can marketers create 

clean content with the
WYSIWYG tool?

WYSIWYG editors are the best way of producing error-free 
content quickly using a rich-text editor that helps marketers 
create in a no-code environment. 

34
Does the CMS enable 

non-technical 
users to create complex 

content?

When it comes to embedding videos, inserting tables, 
cropping images, and adding page widgets, will your new 
CMS help, or hinder your marketing and content teams?

35
Does the CMS make it 

easy to share with
social media?

A good CMS enables your team to create and share content 
from a single place either by installing a plugin or integrating 
with different solutions. 

36
Does the CMS help you 

localize content?
Does Your headless CMS need to be able to help you translate 
your content at scale so it looks appealing to every possible 
audience in their mother tongue?

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


7
APIs and 

Extensibility 

37
Is your CMS 

extensible?

Extensibility means the capacity of your CMS to handle third-
party extensions. The more extensible your CMS is, the more 
things it can handle, enabling you to tackle different tasks 
that the CMS alone can’t.

38
How many third-party 

platforms can you 

integrate with?

If you’re looking for eCommerce-related functionalities, it’s 
always worth assessing whether or not your current CMS can 
work together with the eCommerce platform you’re currently 
using.

39
Does it offer add-ons 

or plugins for 

customization?

Some CMS come with their own add-ons and plugins for you 
to install and hit the ground running quickly. They can also 
often be limiting or require very complex updates to work in 
your case.  Make sure you understand if you want plugins or 
you want to be able to build your own quickly.

40
Does your CMS 

support open 

standards?

Open standards are freely accessible programming languages 
and processes that can be adopted, implemented, and 
extended by developers royalty free. Many CMSs support 
them and others don’t.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


7
APIs and 

Extensibility

41
Does the vendor 

provide certified 

partners you can 

choose from?

Sometimes, CMS companies have a list of trusted partners 
and vendors that work directly with them, guaranteeing 
better performance and seamless integration. Check your 
vendor’s partners and see if what they offer is also in-sync 
with your company’s goals.

42
Does it come with 

tools or methods for 

migrating large 

amounts of content?

Migration, no matter what kind of, it is always a challenge. 
Website migration is not an exception. Assess if your CMS can 
help you migrate your content or you need a third-party 
software.

43
Does it have a mature 

API, SDK, and/or 

webhooks allowing it 

to be easily integrated 

or extended?

An API-driven CMS provides you with the required backend 
services and data structure needed to manage your data. It 
also integrates with any existing systems by making simple 
API calls to the CMS. Webhooks are critical for external 
integrations as well, they allow actions in the CMS to push or 
interact with other systems vs APIs which are just used to pull 
content from the CMS.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


8
Analytics

44
Does it provide 

insights into how 

customers interact 

with the content?

Analytics provides the content marketing and business teams 
with insights in order to optimize organic traffic as well as 
page and content performance. When choosing your headless 
CMS, pick one that has native integrations with Google 
Analytics or any other embeddable analytics framework.

45
Does it come with a 

dashboard for 

monitoring website 

health?

Dashboards are the lifeblood of your website. A dashboard 
shows you your website’s health and enables you to take 
action based on the KPIs you’re monitoring. While most CMSs 
have dashboards, some are more powerful than others, which 
is why you’d better check the best solution for you.

46
Does the CMS allow 

for custom reports?

The chances are you will want custom reports that may pull in 
data from multiple systems and give you new insights.  It is 
important for the CMS to allow this and allow combing the 
data from within the CMS with other systems to give you 
more insights.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


9
Support

47
Does the vendor offer 

24/7 live support?

Constant support is a must if you’re just starting with a 

new CMS. Also, if you’re in a different time zone than 

your vendor, having 24/7 support can make the big 

difference.

48
Does the vendor offer 

onboarding support 

from start to finish?

Just like support, onboarding is fundamental to make the 

most of your CMS experience. CMSs with 

comprehensive onboarding can help you leverage their 

features better and faster, resulting in a quicker ROI.

49
Are there technical 

and non-technical 

training sessions 

available?

Training sessions are different to onboarding, Training 

sessions offer in-depth help on certain topics your 

marketing and development teams need to use the CMS 

to the fullest. 

50
Is it backed up with 

appropriate technical 

documentation and 

user guides?

User guides and documentation are the bones of the 

CMS. Look into the CMS and read the documentation 

and ask yourself how easy it is to understand 

everything. Chances are that if the documentation is 

clean and straightforward, the CMS is likely to be like 

that too.

Keep reading or click here to download 
your Checklist in Excel

https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


Bonus! Find out full list of 
10 reasons to switch to a 

Headless CMS! 
ACCESS HERE

Click here to download your 
Checklist in Excel

THANK YOU FOR USING OUR 
Ultimate 50-Point Checklist 

for Choosing a Headless 
CMS 

https://agilitycms.com/resources/guide/top-10-reasons-why-you-should-choose-a-headless-cms-over-a-traditional-cms
https://static.agilitycms.com/downloads/ukkjtk8xq2sy4cg6ufwcn8y7ksevn3e/the-ultimate-50-point-checklist-for-choosing-a-headless-cms.xlsx


HERE IS SOME MORE GREAT CONTENT 
FOR YOU TO READ!

Read it

Read it

Read it

Read it

Read it Read it
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About Agility CMS

Agility is the fastest CMS platform on the 
market. With a headless design and built-in page 
management system, it’s easy to create, 
manage, and deliver content to any front end.

https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist
https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist


Do you need help comparing Agility 
CMS to some other options?

We are here to help!
Just chat with one of our friendly 
experts. 

Contact Us

https://www.agilitycms.com/contact-us?source=gatedchecklist
https://twitter.com/agilitycms
https://www.linkedin.com/company/agilitycms
https://www.facebook.com/AgilityCMS/
https://www.instagram.com/agilitycms/
https://join.slack.com/t/agilitycommunity/shared_invite/enQtNzI2NDc3MzU4Njc2LWI2OTNjZTI3ZGY1NWRiNTYzNmEyNmI0MGZlZTRkYzI3NmRjNzkxYmI5YTZjNTg2ZTk4NGUzNjg5NzY3OWViZGI

